The performance of non-invasive tests to rule-in and rule-out significant coronary artery stenosis in patients with stable angina: a meta-analysis focused on post-test disease probability
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Aims

To determine the ranges of pre-test probability (PTP) of coronary artery disease (CAD) in which stress electrocardiogram (ECG), stress echocardiography, coronary computed tomography angiography (CCTA), single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT), positron emission tomography (PET), and cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) can reclassify patients into a post-test probability that defines (>85%) or excludes (<15%) anatomically (defined by visual evaluation of invasive coronary angiography [ICA]) and functionally (defined by a fractional flow reserve [FFR] <0.8) significant CAD.

Methods and results

A broad search in electronic databases until August 2017 was performed. Studies on the aforementioned techniques in >100 patients with stable CAD that utilized either ICA or ICA with FFR measurement as reference, were included. Study-level data was pooled using a hierarchical bivariate random-effects model and likelihood ratios were obtained for each technique. The PTP ranges for each technique to rule-in or rule-out significant CAD were defined. A total of 28,664 patients from 132 studies that used ICA as reference and 4,131 from 23 studies using FFR, were analysed.

Stress ECG can rule-in and rule-out anatomically significant CAD only when PTP is >80% (76–83) and <19% (15–25), respectively. Coronary computed tomography angiography is able to rule-in anatomic CAD at a PTP >58% (45–70) and rule-out at PTP <80% (65–94). The corresponding PTP values for functionally significant CAD were >75% (67–83) and <57% (40–72) for CCTA, and >71% (59–81) and <27 (24–31) for ICA, demonstrating poorer performance of anatomic imaging against FFR. In contrast, functional imaging techniques (PET, stress CMR, and SPECT) are able to rule-in functionally significant CAD when PTP is ≥46–59% and rule-out when PTP is <34–57%.

Conclusion

The various diagnostic modalities have different optimal performance ranges for the detection of anatomically and functionally significant CAD. Stress ECG appears to have very limited diagnostic power. The selection of a diagnostic technique for any given patient to rule-in or rule-out CAD should be based on the optimal PTP range for each test and on the assumed reference standard.
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Introduction

Accurate detection of coronary artery disease (CAD) remains paramount in the practice of cardiology. Traditionally, the characterization of ‘significant’ CAD has relied upon visual evaluation of coronary artery stenosis during invasive coronary angiography (ICA). However, the severity of angiographic stenosis does not unequivocally reflect its functional significance. Recently, the invasive assessment of fractional flow reserve (FFR) has been adopted to identify functionally significant coronary artery stenoses. Yet, FFR evaluation is not without limitations as diffuse CAD and haemodynamic conditions have shown an influence on its estimation, it is inherently invasive and costly, and it still does not represent the most common practice in invasive evaluation of CAD.

Stable CAD is understood as the condition characterized by episodes of inducible and reversible ischaemia commonly associated with transient chest discomfort. The current European and American guidelines on the management of stable CAD recommend that patients with an intermediate pre-test probability (PTP) (ranging from 15 to 85%) of significant CAD should undergo non-invasive evaluation. In subjects whose probability of a significant coronary artery narrowing is low (<15%), routine testing is not recommended. On the other hand, patients with a high probability (>85%) of the disease calls for direct therapeutic interventions.

In the group of patients with intermediate PTP of significant CAD, the current recommendations for the selection of the optimal non-invasive technique are broad and do not assign preference of one modality over another. Certain techniques are broadly available because of their relative low technical and personnel demands [such as stress electrocardiogram (ECG)] or good availability [stress echocardiography, coronary computed tomography angiography (CCTA), and single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT)], while others, like positron emission tomography (PET) and stress cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR), although powerful, are much less available and their applicability is still limited by infrastructural and capacity requirements.

It is expected that each technique has a particular range of PTP of significant CAD where the usefulness of its application is maximized. The performance of non-invasive techniques is generally reported in terms of sensitivity and specificity. Yet, these numbers cannot be readily utilized in the clinical decision-making process. They can however be used to derive positive and negative likelihood ratios (LR+ and LR−), which constitute readily useful parameters of a test’s accuracy that facilitate the selection of a diagnostic test for individual patients. Given a PTP of significant CAD and the performance of a particular test by means of its LR’s, one can assess the post-test probability of significant CAD after performing such test. Using this approach, one can estimate the range of PTP when a positive or negative test result can confidently rule-in (if the post-test probability goes beyond 85%) or rule-out (if the post-test probability drops below 15%) the disease.

As currently both anatomical (ICA) and functional (FFR) reference standards are utilized, it is rational to consider evidence using both standards. The anatomical standard has been used in most of the studies available today and there is a massive amount of evidence, although functional information has gained increasing interest. It can be expected that some tests demonstrate better agreement with ICA while others with FFR. Therefore, integration of all available data may provide important clinical information for conscious selection of the tests.

The aim of the present systematic review and meta-analysis was to evaluate the diagnostic performance of stress ECG, stress echocardiography, CCTA, SPECT, PET, stress CMR, and ICA in the detection of anatomically and functionally significant CAD in order to determine the optimal range of PTP in the diagnostic application of each technique for ruling-in or ruling-out significant CAD.

Methods

The present systematic review was conducted in accordance to the Preferred Reporting items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analysis (PRISMA) recommendations and the MOOSE checklist (see Results Section and Supplementary material online, Table S1).

Data sources

We performed a systematic search for original studies published until August 2017 that reported on the diagnostic performance of stress ECG, stress echocardiography, CCTA, SPECT, PET, stress CMR, and ICA for the detection of significant CAD.

The search was performed in electronic databases (Medline, Embase, PubMed, Scopus, The Cochrane Library, Web of Science, and ProQuest) using a broad strategy with a combination of MeSH terms and free text words sensitive to: identify studies concerning (i) the aforementioned diagnostic techniques, (ii) diagnostic performance, (iii) patients with intermediate PTP of the condition, and (iv) significant CAD. The search results were limited to the English language and to studies performed in humans. The full search string is reported in Supplementary material online, Table S2. Reference lists from relevant studies were scanned and cross-checked to identify potentially overlooked publications.

Study selection and quality assessment

Studies were included according to the following eligibility criteria: (i) the study aimed to investigate stable CAD (not acute coronary syndromes), (ii) either catheter-based X-ray angiography (ICA) or ICA with FFR evaluation were used as the reference standard for the diagnosis of stable CAD, (iii) the reported data was explicit or sufficient to extract numbers for true and false positive and negative results, and (iv) the study included a sample of at least 100 patients (for robustness). Selected studies were further divided according to the reference standard considered (ICA or FFR evaluation).

For each included study, the Quality Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies (QUADAS-2) criteria were determined by two authors (L.E.J.-O. and H.B.). The QUADAS-2 tool assesses the study quality in different domains including patient selection, index test, reference standard, and flow of patients through the study considering the timing of the index test and reference standard. For each article, quality and applicability were assessed in the aforementioned domains as follows: ‘yes’ if concern existed based on enough description in the report, ‘no’ if there was no concern based on enough description in the report or ‘unclear’ if there was inadequate or insufficient information reported in the article to make a judgement.

Data extraction

Data were recorded according to the technique and reference standard utilized. The number of subjects, male to female patient proportion, age, type of stressor, tracer utilized (if any), stable CAD definition, and...
prevalence were extracted. The number of true positives (TP), false positives (FP), true negatives (TN), and false negatives (FN), as well as derived diagnostic performance variables were recorded.

Study review, quality evaluation, and data extraction were performed in parallel by two authors (A.S. and H.B.). Any specific discrepancies were resolved by consensus. If necessary, a third reviewer (J.K.) was considered to reach convergence.

Reference standard
Catheter-based ICA alone and ICA with FFR measurement were considered as the reference standards for the determination of anatomically significant and functionally significant CAD, respectively. Anatomic coronary narrowing >50% was considered as determinant of significant CAD and an FFR ≤0.80 was considered as functionally significant CAD.

Data synthesis and statistical analysis
Hierarchical bivariate random-effects models were constructed to combine individual study-level data on the sensitivities and specificities across studies. This model takes the correlation between sensitivity and specificity into account, and is described in detail elsewhere.12 The bivariate model used parametrization to render summary points for sensitivity and specificity with 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for each of the imaging techniques. We used an unstructured covariance matrix allowing all variances and covariances to be distinct. We then derived summary estimates of the LR+ and LR- with their CIs from the model estimates. For echocardiography and SPECT, more than one type of stressor was used. We compared if a model distinguishing by type of stressor had a better model fit than a model grouping all stressor techniques together. The model fit was then compared to a model grouping all stressor techniques together but their references can be consulted in the Supplementary material online. A sensitivity analysis was performed considering LR+ and LR-. The LR+ and LR- with their CIs from the model estimates. For echocardiography and SPECT, more than one type of stressor was used. We compared if a model distinguishing by type of stressor had a better model fit than a model grouping all stressor techniques together. The analysis was performed separately for anatomically and functionally significant CAD (according to the reference standard used). We used the $P$-value from the likelihood ratio test to determine if the model with a covariate for the type of stressor fitted the data better than a model without such covariate. If the $P$-value was 0.05 or less, we depicted summary estimates for a specific type of stressor.

Utility of non-invasive approaches according to pre-test probability of stable coronary artery disease
Once the positive and negative LRs of each non-invasive diagnostic technique were obtained for both accepted reference standards, the ranges and in which every single technique allows to confidently rule-in CAD, rule-out CAD, or both were input into a colour-coded graph. Additionally, we created a supplemental colour-coded suggestion over the structure of the current ESC guidelines stable CAD PTP table to depict the suggested utility of each diagnostic technique at each level of risk based on age, sex, and type of symptoms.

Results
Study characteristics
The study selection flowchart is shown in Figure 1. Specific characteristics and the full reference for each selected study can be consulted in Supplementary material online, Table S3. After eligibility assessment and technique subgroup characterization, 13 studies on stress ECG, 12 studies on exercise stress echocardiography, 30 ondobutamine stress echocardiography, nine studies on CCTA, 28 studies on exercise and adenosine or dipyridamole stress SPECT, 13 on exercise stress SPECT, three studies on PET, and 11 on stress CMR were considered for the pooled analysis on anatomically significant CAD. On the other hand, two studies in ICA, seven studies on CCTA, five on exercise stress SPECT, four on PET, and five on stress CMR were considered for the pooled analysis on functionally significant CAD.

Study heterogeneity and quality
Risk of bias in the included studies, as assessed with the QUADAS-2 score, showed important variation across diagnostic modalities. Overall, PET, CCTA, and stress CMR showed a low risk of bias and therefore, did not raise substantial concerns of applicability. However, these modalities conveyed the smallest number of studies included. Conversely, the proportions of unclear ratings for ECG and echocardiography studies related to the year when these were performed. For the oldest studies, insufficient data for this assessment is commonly reported. SPECT studies generally rated less well showing a balanced proportion of unclear and high risk of bias in all domains. Supplementary material online, Figure S1 shows this assessment across techniques in an ascending order of risk. Overall quality per type of reference standard is shown in Figure 2.

Performance estimates
The pooled analysis considering anatomically significant CAD included a total of 2442 patients for stress ECG, 4302 for stress echo (with exercise or vasodilator), 2756 for CCTA, 4346 for exercise stress SPECT, 6551 for exercise and adenosine or dipyridamole stress SPECT, 418 for PET, and 3393 for stress CMR. Further, the pooled analysis considering functionally significant CAD included 954 for ICA, 1140 patients for CCTA, 740 for exercise stress SPECT, 709 for PET, and 588 for stress CMR. Some studies evaluated several techniques or technique subgroups simultaneously. Such studies were included as independent entries in more than one pooled analysis per technique.

Table 1 summarizes the performance estimates for every diagnostic technique according to each reference standard. Some techniques had various subcategories typically according to the type of stressor utilized. Some of these subcategories are less commonly used or did not yield adequate information for a summary estimate (e.g. stress echo with dobutamine stress $n = 30$, dobutamine stress SPECT $n = 2$, and dobutamine stress CMR $n = 2$) and were not included in these estimates.

Considering anatomically significant CAD, there were 11 vasodilatory stress echocardiography studies and analysis considering >50% as significant stenosis yielded a sensitivity of 0.75 (0.70–0.80) and specificity of 0.91 (0.86–0.94). These summary estimates were not statistically different from the summary estimates obtained for exercise stress echo (likelihood ratio test $P = 0.386$) and were consequently pooled together. The summary estimates obtained from 27 dobutamine stress echocardiography studies were 0.81 (0.77–0.85) for sensitivity and 0.84 (0.81–0.87) for specificity and given that these estimates were significantly different from exercise stress echocardiography (likelihood ratio test $P = 0.012$), they were not pooled together but their references can be consulted in the Supplementary Material online.

When anatomically significant CAD was used as reference standard, the LR+ of different tests varied from 0.04 to 0.68. The best performance in ruling-out CAD was achieved using CCTA and poorest with stress ECG. The LR+ varied from 1.53 to 5.87. The best performance for ruling-in CAD was achieved using PET and the poorest
with stress ECG. The LR+ and LR- for the dobutamine stress echocardiography subgroup were 8.03 (4.98–12.95) and 0.27 (0.22–0.34), respectively (not shown in Table 1).

When functionally significant CAD was considered as reference standard, LR– varied from 0.13 to 0.44. Coronary computed tomography angiography, PET, and stress CMR had the best and similar performance in ruling-out significant CAD [–LR = 0.13 (0.07–0.24)], while interestingly, ICA had the poorest. The LR+ of the available techniques varied from 1.97 to 7.10. The poorest performances in ruling-in an abnormal FFR were documented for CCTA [LR+ = 1.97 (1.28–3.03)] and ICA [LR+ = 2.49 (1.47–4.21)], while functional imaging tests conversely demonstrated the best performance (LR+ range: 3.87–7.1). We could not identify enough robust studies to pool estimates for stress ECG and stress echocardiography.

Effectiveness of non-invasive diagnostic techniques in ruling-in/out significant coronary artery disease

The Fagan nomogram is a useful tool to graphically apply LRs to a PTP to calculate the post-test probability. A parallel example of its use is depicted in Figure 3, which shows how one can calculate the post-test probabilities after a positive or negative test result starting from any PTP in an individual patient.

The same nomogram can be also utilized backwards so that we can assess the PTP values that will lead to a defined range of post-test probability for each diagnostic method. Therefore, using the data from the meta-analysis, we defined the ranges of PTP of CAD where the diagnostic techniques can confidently rule-in (by driving the post-test probability above 85%) and/or rule-out (by driving the post-test probability below 15%) significant CAD. This was done separately for both anatomically and functionally significant CAD. Such ranges are schematically shown along with their corresponding upper and lower limits in Take home figure and numerically reported in Supplementary material online, Table S4.

Finally, based on the obtained data described above, we transformed the PTP table from the 2013 ESC Guidelines on the management of stable CAD into a supplemental guide that exemplifies how clinicians could implement the resulting estimates of performance in this report in order to select a diagnostic test that confidently rules-in or rules-out CAD (both anatomically and functionally significant CAD) at each patient PTP category (Supplementary material online, Figure S2A and B, respectively).
Discussion

The present study analysed the evidence on the performance of different diagnostic techniques for the detection of either anatomically or functionally significant CAD. Beyond reporting traditional metrics, we also portrayed their performance as LRs and defined the optimal ranges of PTP for each test where they can reclassify patients from intermediate to either low or high post-test probability of CAD (i.e. rule-out or rule-in, respectively).

From this analysis several main messages can be driven. Stress ECG appears to have very limited diagnostic power to rule-in or rule-out significant CAD. In fact, there was no single PTP value in which stress ECG can both define the diagnosis and exclude it. Moreover, even to confidently rule-out CAD, a very low PTP \(< 19\% (15–25)\) is needed, while for ruling-in, a PTP \(> 80\% (76–83)\) is required.

As expected, the performance of imaging methods was clearly better than that of stress ECG. However, there appears to be also differences between them. A negative result in CCTA, which conveys a strong LR-, can exclude anatomically defined CAD in nearly all patients independently of their PTP. The performance was clearly poorer when FFR was considered the reference standard as CCTA could only exclude functionally significant CAD at a PTP \(< 57\% (40–72)\). Correspondingly, the rule-in power that was moderate to good when considering ICA as reference, also clearly deteriorated when FFR was used as reference standard.

The functional imaging techniques (PET, CMR, and SPECT), which had only moderate power in identifying anatomically significant CAD, performed much better when FFR was used as reference standard. This is in agreement with previous notions and a recently published meta-analysis. Positron emission tomography and stress CMR demonstrated the best diagnostic performance and offered reasonable range of pre-test probabilities where they could simultaneously rule-out or rule-in functionally significant CAD as shown in Take home figure. However, the comparison between functional imaging techniques must be done cautiously as not enough data was available for stress echocardiography and SPECT studies were older. Furthermore, in more recent studies, referral bias to reference technique is a common phenomenon with established techniques, which typically leads to underestimation of the test specificity. Also, the recent technical advances in were not accounted for as the data was heavily weighted by older studies. Therefore, the previously established tests may underperform in the present analysis.

We also assessed the performance of ICA itself in detecting functionally significant CAD even though it does not classify as a non-invasive test. ICA demonstrated the poorest ruling-out performance of all analysed techniques when the reference standard was FFR as a PTP \(< 27\% (24–31)\) was needed to rule-out functional CAD. Consistently, the PTP range to rule-in functionally significant CAD was rather modest \(> 71\% (59–81)\) and only slightly superior to CCTA \(> 75\% (67–83)\). This behaviour fits well with the current recommendation that ICA should be used primarily in patients with high PTP.

Although a pooled evaluation of non-invasive imaging techniques for diagnosing functionally significant CAD has been performed recently, the present study expands the evidence by also considering stress ECG performance, evaluating the competence of ICA alone in determining functionally significant CAD, conveying the practical ranges of application for the involved diagnostic techniques and parsing the determination of CAD both against anatomical and functional
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Table 1 The performance of different tests for anatomically and functionally significant coronary artery disease

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Anatomically significant CAD</th>
<th>Functionally significant CAD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sensitivity (95% CI)</td>
<td>Specificity (95% CI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+LR (95% CI)</td>
<td>−LR (95% CI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICA</td>
<td>68 (60–75)</td>
<td>73 (55–86)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress ECG</td>
<td>58 (46–69)</td>
<td>85 (80–89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress CMR</td>
<td>97 (83–99)</td>
<td>97 (83–99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress echo</td>
<td>85 (80–89)</td>
<td>85 (78–89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCTA</td>
<td>62 (54–69)</td>
<td>78 (67–86)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress CMR</td>
<td>97 (83–99)</td>
<td>97 (83–99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress echo</td>
<td>85 (80–89)</td>
<td>85 (78–89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET</td>
<td>58 (46–69)</td>
<td>70 (62–76)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPECT</td>
<td>87 (83–90)</td>
<td>87 (83–90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCTA</td>
<td>95 (89–98)</td>
<td>86 (78–89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPECT</td>
<td>87 (83–90)</td>
<td>87 (83–90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress CMR</td>
<td>90 (85–96)</td>
<td>90 (83–94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress echo</td>
<td>85 (80–89)</td>
<td>85 (78–89)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: ICA itself was used as a reference standard for the anatomically significant CAD estimates but was included as a technique when FFR was used as the reference. Not every test had enough data using FFR as reference.

CCTA, coronary computed tomography angiography; CI, confidence interval; CMR, stress cardiac magnetic resonance; ECG, electrocardiogram; ICA, invasive coronary angiography; LR, likelihood ratio; PET, positron emission tomography; SPECT, single-photon emission computed tomography (exercise stress SPECT with or without dipyridamole or adenosine); Stress echo, exercise stress echocardiography.

Clinical implications

Our clinical conclusions partly differ from those in the current clinical guidelines. For example, in ESC guidelines stress ECG is recommended in patients with lower intermediate PTP (15–65%) of CAD. Our analysis argues against this statement as the practical utility of stress ECG in detecting CAD appears very limited (Take home figure and Supplementary material online, Figure S2A). However, exercise testing also provides complementary information beyond ECG changes, such as exercise capacity, arrhythmias, haodynamic response, and symptoms during exercise, which are considered clinically useful. These, however, could not be taken into account in the present analysis.

Coronary computed tomography angiography has rapidly gained popularity mainly based on its high negative predictive value. This was confirmed in the present analysis by the low LR, which suggests that a negative result can reliably rule-out anatomic CAD virtually at any level of intermediate PTP (Take home figure and Supplementary material online, Figure S2A). However, with a high probability of CAD, exclusion of disease is clinically less beneficial because, statistically, most patients will have the disease, and in order to rule-out CAD in one patient, a considerably large number of patients must be investigated. Additionally, the rule-out power decreased when considering FFR as reference. A known limitation of CCTA is low specificity, especially in identifying functionally significant CAD (53%), and this links to our finding that a PTP ≥75% is required to rule it in (Take home figure).

Not surprisingly, non-invasive imaging methods that characterize the functional consequences of CAD (rather than the coronary atherosclerotic lesions themselves) perform better when FFR is used as a reference standard and outperform CCTA (Take home figure). Clearly, every technique has a particular diagnostic performance profile. The techniques focus on different levels of the ischaemic cascade including wall motion abnormalities (echocardiography and stress CMR), relative perfusion abnormalities (stress CMR and SPECT), and changes in physiological absolute regional myocardial perfusion (PET).

Out of the functional imaging tests, PET and stress CMR demonstrated good performance with optimal application ranges (for both ruling-in and ruling-out disease) for anatomic and functional CAD. Stress echocardiography and SPECT perfusion imaging performance numbers appeared moderate but direct comparison to other methods must be done cautiously, for the reasons explained above. In addition, as shown in Supplementary material online, Figure S2, the clinical impact of these differences in the utility of the various functional tests is modest although detectable. It is also important to remember that accessibility, simplicity, expertise, personnel, and costs are still important determinants for choosing a given test, and unfortunately, these variables could not be included in this analysis.

Finally, the 2016 update of the stable chest pain guideline, the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) has chosen not to include the assessment of PTP and rather recommended CCTA as the first-line diagnostic test and ischaemia testing standards. This is timely and relevant considering that anatomical definition of CAD is still widely used in the daily clinical scenario in many healthcare centres around the world, while at the same time acknowledging that FFR indeed represents the currently most adequate reference standard.
as second step in those with suspected anatomically-relevant CAD. Our analysis does not argue against this approach, but we would like to underline that such rationale will depend on the actual prevalence of CAD in the population. The PTP tables currently included in the guidelines are based on reasonably old data while the prevalence of CAD is continuously decreasing. With low prevalence of CAD the primary first task of imaging may be the accurate exclusion of anatomical CAD, for which CCTA has demonstrated a strong role. The proposed sequential utilization of functional imaging tests may indeed be relevant but it must be kept in mind that the evidence is still limited although prognostic utility and overall safety appears to be excellent.16

Limitations
The performance of a given test in different publications varies due to numerous reasons such as population selection and referral bias. Age, gender, or participants with history of MI may effect on the estimates of diagnostic accuracy but analyses of these characteristics on a group level may lead to spurious results due to the risk of ecological fallacy bias. We did not have access to individual patient level data or subgroup data that are needed to validly analyse these characteristics. Another potentially important source of variation or bias is study selection based on prior test results or known CAD. Although we excluded case-control studies, we do not know whether study selection was restricted to participants with specific prior test results. The inconsistency between studies lowers the confidence in the summary estimates and future studies should aim to dissect sources of bias and variation.

Furthermore, the present study considers visual analysis alone for the determination of significant CAD through ICA. Advances in ICA evaluation, such as quantitative coronary angiography and the implementation of intravascular ultrasound and optical coherence tomography,17 could improve identification of haemodynamically-significant lesions. However, clinical practice in many centres currently relies on direct visual ICA evaluation and, therefore, our results on technique performances are likely to be widely applicable. The cut-off of 50% in

**Figure 3** Fagan nomogram. A hypothetical patient with a calculated pre-test probability of coronary artery disease of 56% (left-sided scales in A and B) undergoes: a stress electrocardiogram, coronary computed tomography angiography, or positron emission tomography when anatomically significant coronary artery disease is used as the reference standard (A), and single-photon emission computed tomography, coronary computed tomography angiography, or positron emission tomography when functionally significant coronary artery disease is used as the reference (B). In the middle scales, positive and negative likelihood ratios are identified and straight lines are drawn between the left and middle scales, and extended to reach the right-sided scales. (A and B) In the right-sided scales, the post-test probability of a positive and negative test result can be read. The grey bars represent the range of post-test probability in which coronary artery disease cannot confidently ruled-in or ruled-out (post-test probability 15–85%). (A) Stress electrocardiogram cannot rule-in or rule-out but the other two imaging tests can, (B) while single-photon emission computed tomography cannot rule-in or rule-out, coronary computed tomography angiography can only rule-out, and positron emission tomography can do both.
ICA was used as this was available in all studies. In addition to known pitfalls of ICA, FFR is not without limitation as it is highly dependent on achieving hyperaemia through maximal decrease in microvascular resistances.

As the data was available only at the study-level in several reports, we cannot evaluate how the different techniques can assess the extent and severity of the disease, which are important factors in guiding therapies. As there are limited data on direct comparisons between modalities, differences could not be comprehensively tested.

With regard to analyses using FFR as the reference standard, the low number of identified studies did not allow analysing all modalities. In addition, our summary estimates were vastly derived from single test accuracy studies, providing indirect evidence to compare test modalities. Due to the very low number of comparative studies identified, no consistency check could be performed between direct and indirect summary estimates. Therefore, small differences between techniques and summary estimates should be interpreted cautiously and considered as directional only. Coronary computed tomography angiography derived FFR has been investigated recently but this method is not well standardized and we decided not to include this method in the current analysis. It is also possible that the best diagnostic performance could be achieved when the tests are applied sequentially. The relevance of complementary features in different techniques warrants further investigation. The supplemental technique selection guide (Supplementary material online, Figure S2) was based on the PTP values published in 2013 ESC guidelines and is naturally susceptible to change when updated PTP values are available.

**Conclusions**

The various diagnostic modalities have different optimal performance ranges for the detection of anatomically and functionally significant CAD. Stress ECG appears to have limited diagnostic value at any level of PTP. Imaging methods perform generally better but also have different strengths and weaknesses. Coronary computed tomography angiography performs best against anatomical reference standard and functional tests perform better than CCTA or ICA for functionally significant CAD.

The selection of a diagnostic technique for any given patient to rule-in or rule-out CAD should be based on the optimal PTP range for each test. Using LRs, we were able to create individual pre-test ranges for each test to rule-in and/or rule-out anatomical or functional CAD, and these can be used in aiding in the selection of a diagnostic technique for a given patient.

**Supplementary material**

Supplementary material is available at European Heart Journal online.
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